
Figure 2 . 

TCCs and test information of five 10-item tests of varying 

item difficulty and item discrimination 
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Figure 1 .  

TCCs and test information of 10-, 20-, 30-, and 40-item tests 

The preassembled, parallel computerized fixed-test (CFT) forms are among the most popular computer-based testing models. In item response 
theory, the test information function plays the dominant role for designing and comparing the measurement precision of the CFT forms. In addition 
to Base SAS®, the current paper develops an automated procedure by utilizing several SAS® software and procedures (i.e. PROC IML, PROC SQL, 
SAS/GRAPH®, GTL, & ODS) for the construction of the CFT forms. The purpose is to demonstrate an automated and efficient way to obtain test and 
item information functions for the CFT forms and also, to plot the corresponding test and item characteristic curves along with informative summary 
statistics. Meanwhile, the paper investigates how measurement precision is interwoven with conventional item statistics. For test developers and 
practitioners, the handy automated procedure through SAS® and informative results are both provided for practical uses and for future references. 

COMPUTERIZED FIXED-TEST FORMS 

Incremental growth in computer-based testing (CBT) initiates the 
development of the automated procedure. The preassembled parallel, 
computerized fixed tests (CFT) model and its variants provide all of the 
general advantages of CBT (Leucht & Sireci, 2011). The automated CFT 
form assembly procedures usually need only deal with a single target 
test information function which dominates the development of the 
preconstructed, intact test forms that are administered by computer. 

 

 

 

IMPLEMENT the AUTOMATED PROCEDURE 

  Constructing four 10-item tests from a math item 
pool to show ”how item difficulty (i.e., p-value) and 
item discrimination (i.e., biserial correlation)  relate to 
the measurement precision” 

  Constructing four tests of different lengths to show 
the  straightforward relationship between test length 
and test information 
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IRT MODEL, INFORMATION FUNCTION,  & 

MEASUREMENT PRECISION 

  A 3PL unidimensional IRT model (Birnbaum, 1968; Lord, 1980) is assumed 
  Item characteristic function/curve (ICF/ICC) shows the probability that a 
person with a given ability level will answer the item correctly 
      Item information function (IIF) tells individual contribution of an item 
  Test characteristic function/curve (TCF/TCC) shows the relationship 
between total score and person ability estimate 
      Test information function (TIF) is simply the sum of all IIFs on the test 

  The higher the test/item information, the smaller the measurement error   
      <=> the more measurement precision achieved 

CONCLUSION 

  To achieve maximum measurement precision for a certain 
ability, choose the item(s) that can offer the most information 
at the particular ability. By inspecting the item-level information 
and graphs, one can decide which item(s) is required to 
maximize desired test information and measurement precision.  

  Motivated by the need to construct computerized fixed-
test forms and activated by the power and flexibility of SAS, 
the automated procedure developed can meet the need! 

Figures  3-7 show ICC s and item information for items of 
different difficulties and discriminations. 
  Max information occurs at the inflection point of ICC/TCC 
where the ability can be measured at the greatest precision.  
  Easy, low discrimination item has little information. 

Base SAS® 
--Building item pool from 

test blue print & results from 
IRT parameter estimation 
program (e.g., BILOG-MG) 

PROC IML 
--Fast computing ICF, IIF, 

TCF, & TIF 
--Fast look up for max info. 

& ability estimates 

PROC SQL 
--Creating macro variables 

for displaying info. in graphs 

SAS/GRAPH® plus GTL 
--Creating TCC & ICC graphs R
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WHAT’S in the ITEM POOL? 

Item-level information, including test, form, and 
content domain to which items belong,  
unique item ID, conventional item statistics such 
as difficulty (p-value) and discrimination (biserial),  
and also, IRT parameter estimates (a, b, & c), etc. 

Figure 1—Given the definition of test information function, 
longer tests have more information than shorter tests. 

Figure 2—Test of moderate-difficulty-and-discrimination 
items (M,M) has the max test information near q = .5. Tests 
of more high discrimination items have higher test 
information (orange & green). TCCs of tests of harder items 
shift to the right (green & red). Alternatively, one can use 
relative efficiency to compare tests (Lord, 1980). 

Figure 3. 

Easy item with high discrimination 

Figure 5. 

Easy item with low discrimination 

Figure 4. 

Hard item with high discrimination 

Figure 6. 

Hard item with low discrimination 

Figure 7. 

Item with moderate difficulty 

and discrimination 
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